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Business owners have a common goal, to serve

their customers well and continue growing

their business. How to grow the business is

often a very real challenge. There are often a

lot of unknowns, but one thing is for certain;

the easiest way to grow revenue and your

business is to attract new customers. The

question is though, how do I get more

customers? Through detailed research, we have

found the most effective way to leverage

marketing dollars. This insight is how we help

our clients engage with new potential

customers.

Here at LaunchUX we specialize in search

engine optimization (SEO). We understand that

search engine optimization can often seem like

a scary phrase and that it can be confusing, but

the concept of search engine optimization can

be quite simple. Search engine optimization is

the art of getting your business the most

exposure in a Google search. This has been

proven effective in converting those who are

searching for a product or service into a

customer. 

MESSAGE FROM
OUR FOUNDER
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A DATA DRIVEN
APPROACH

Between 2017 and 2020
LaunchUX had gathered analytical data from a
variety of different industries to find out how
their customers found their website for the
first time. We primarily focused on customers
that have not done business with the brand
and found that nearly
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So, what is an
organic search?

70% of people found a brand for
the first time through an
organic search. 

Organic search sounds technical but really an
organic search means that customers found
these brands through a simple search on their
desired search engine.



The answer is quite simple. An increase

in ranking in search results equates to

an increase in customers. Now, that is

easier said than done, many companies

think that they are experts in search

engine optimization, which is necessary

to raise your website’s rank in search

engine results. Some of these

companies sell pre-packaged tools that

are outsourced to foreign countries. In

reality though, search engine

optimization is not a tool that can be

bought and sold, it is a strategy that is

carried out by professionals that

understand what big search engines, like

Google, are looking for. 

They might have just said “Hey Google, what plumbers are in my area” or “Okay Siri,

where can I get Thai food”. The results the user sees are what we call organic search

results. While some companies pay for advertisements that pop up among these

organic search results, we found that only about 8% of users clicked on these paid

advertisements. What this tells us is that people are more likely to click on a website

that occurs naturally in a search engine than one that shows up as a sponsored listing. 

So how do I attract
new customers?
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Getting a
Match
with
Google

One easy way to look at it, is as if your
website is on a date with Google.
Desperate for Google’s attention, we play
into Google’s interests. However, with
time, Google changes its algorithm and
what it is looking for in a website. In this
short overview, we are going to look at
several ways that you can improve your
organic traffic through search engine
optimization. In turn, this information
will help introduce your business to the
front of the internet.  

Google does not like to take it slow, at
least in terms of page speed. If your
website loads slowly, then Google is
going to lose interest because it
thinks your website is not providing a
good, quality, user experience.
Potential customers are also going to
take interest in your page speed,
whether it be consciously or not.
More than 50% of people will leave a
website if it is taking too long to load. 
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There are a variety of different methods
to optimizing your website for search
engine optimization. A key thing to
remember is that not only are you
designing your website for your
customers, but also for Google. We run
free reports frequently for businesses and
a common flaw we find in their search
engine optimization is that the keywords
that Google is finding have nothing to do
with the services they provide. This is not
necessarily the business’s fault, but it is
because of a lack of understanding of
search engine optimization. We fix this by
adding the appropriate tags, or to put it
simply, notes for Google. We give these
notes to Google so that it can better
understand the website’s intentions. This
can include things like alt attributes for
images, meta descriptions, strategic
headings, and quality blog content. 

Google also recognizes the
importance of link building. Having
links on your website is important
because it demonstrates that you
appreciate the work of others and
are looking to properly inform your
users. Using high authority website
links also builds your own authority
and credibility. 

Google also looks at the content of your website
and how relevant it is. If your website has a blog
and you often copy information from other
websites, Google will penalize you for doing so.
Unique and relevant content is essential in
optimizing your search ranking. 

GETTING A MATCH
WITH GOOGLE
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Having a good, positive user experience across multiple devices is also important. This
means that your website should not only load quickly and be easy to access on a computer,
but also mobile devices like tablets and smartphones. In 2016, 51% of website traffic came
from smartphones, and in 2019, it was measuring nearly 60%. One can only imagine what the
statistics look like today, in 2021.
 

As we said before, Google does not like
to take things slow, at least from a site
speed perspective. To meet the needs
of Google, and to keep Google’s
attention, your website must be fast.

When it comes to site speed, the faster
the better. When search engines are
looking for which sites to put at the top
of search results, they are not only
looking at how your website is
optimized for search engines, but how
your website is optimized for the best
user experience possible. If your users
are not happy with your website they
will not stay, and it will hurt your
website’s ranking. And if users are not
staying on your site and are going to
the competitor your conversions are
going to hurt. Because of this, one of
the first things to optimize on your
website is it’s speed. 

A NEED FOR SITE SPEED
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A recent survey found that 40% of users
will leave a website that takes longer
than three seconds to load, and that 53%
of users using a mobile website will
leave that site if it takes longer than
three seconds to load as well. So what
does this mean? It means that the longer
the load time the more people are leaving
your website for a competitor. 

40%



The first thing to do is to find out how

quickly your site is loading. Google’s

PageSpeed Insights is a great way to find

out more information about your

website’s speed. The tool allows you to

see where your website is facing issues

with page speed and gives suggestions on

how to better optimize your site’s page

speed. 

Along with the suggestions that

PageSpeed Insights provides, there are

some simple ways to reduce your page

load time. One of the first things you can

do is enable file compression. 

Making things like the size of your CSS, HTML

and JavaScript files smaller can really help

with your site speed. Optimizing your code is

also a good thing to do. It is important to

routinely go through and remove unnecessary

parts of the code to better your site speed.

Reducing the amount of redirects also is

known to help get your website’s speed down.

Playing with the expiration date of your cache

can also be beneficial. Because browsers cache

a vast amount of information, the browser

shouldn’t have to totally reload the entire page

when someone is visiting it. 

Allowing for the information to be stored for a

longer period of time can help reduce site

speed. Using a content distribution network,

or content delivery network, can also be

beneficial to your website’s speed.  CDN’s are

networks of servers that take a load off by

distributing the delivering content of a

website. In simpler terms, copies of your

website are stored in different data centers to

make your website faster for users. Image

optimization is also an important factor of

making your website faster. Make sure your

images are not larger than they have to be,

and that they are compressed. These things,

while some daunting, are effective ways to get

down your site speed. 

So how do
you get a
grasp on
your
website’s
speed? 
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https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/


Site speed is one of the key parts of search engine optimization. It is the first thing someone
notices about your website, whether it be conscious or not. Optimize your website to better
accommodate a fast pace life and catch Google’s eye. We recommend to work with a
specialist in web development, technical SEO, or web hosting for some of the page speed
optimization work, however in the next section we will discuss some changes that anyone
can make.

Content is what makes a website. Without
content, a website is useless. Your
website’s content cannot just consist of
whatever you want to post though, your
content should be relevant and be
optimized to meet the needs of the search
engines looking at it. 

Google loves nothing more than relevant,
fresh content. Routinely posting fresh
content not only helps with your SEO but
also engages users more often. If a user
knows that your website has a blog that is
updated weekly, then they will come back
for more new content weekly as well. 

Another key part of optimizing your
website’s content is understanding how to
use keywords. Keywords are how Google
finds your site and how it helps users find
your site. 

RELATIVE CONTENT,
SERVED FRESH
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You do not however, want to overstuff
your website with keywords. Just like how
we do not like an overstuffed burrito that
is falling apart, Google does not like
websites with overstuffed keywords and
will actually penalize your site by hiding
it. Your website should not have a
keyword density of more than 5.5% for
the best optimization.

Your content is not only for Google, but
also for your users. The content on your
website should cater to search engines,
but also should be targeting your user’s
experience. Blog content, for instance,
should be relevant to your readers and
should provide information that is not
only relevant to your website and
business, but needs to be relevant to your
users. If it is not, there is nothing that will
keep bringing your users back. Your
content shouldn’t be filler or act as just a
way to throw in your keywords but
should provide real information for your
readers. 



An important thing to remember when

writing content is that you should write

quality over quantity. You only get one

chance to draw in your readers and only

get one first impression, so it is important

to put out good content over a lot of bad

or mediocre content. Not only will your

audience appreciate the work you are

putting into your content, but Google will

recognize and reward good, quality

content over content that is overstuffed

with keywords and full of errors. 

Content is an incredibly important part of

search engine optimization. It not only is part

of how Google decides how to rank your

website, but also impacts whether or not users

will continue to visit your site. One way to

ensure that your site is attracting the interest

of search engines and users, is by producing

new and fresh content regularly. It brings

users back and Google is always looking to

boost the rank of websites that are producing

new content.

An
important
thing to
remember
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Meta descriptions are what brings Google
to your website. On a basic level, meta
descriptions are the little sentences that
you see under a title tag on the search
results page. In more depth, meta
descriptions are what guide Google and
users to your site by providing them a
preview to your website. 

Meta descriptions consist of a couple of
things. When writing a meta description it
should be no more than a couple of
sentences and no more than 150-160
characters, including spaces and
punctuation. Your meta description
should briefly describe your page while
including one or two keywords. It should
also include a call to action of some sort to
draw in your users and get them to
engage. 

You do not always have to write out your
own meta description though. Search
engines generate their own meta
descriptions and sometimes it can make
more sense to use their meta description.
If there are only between one and three
keywords or phrases being targeted, then
write your own meta description.
However, if you are targeting more than
three keywords or phrases, then let the
search engine generate a meta
description. The biggest difference is that
when a search engine generates a meta
description versus when someone writes
it themselves, the generated one always
shows the keywords that were searched.

 

META DESCRIPTIONS, YOUR
WEBSITE’S SUMMARY
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A good meta description can be the
difference between someone clicking on
your site or continuing to scroll through
the search results. Understanding how to
craft a meta description that is appealing
to not only Google, but also your users, is
key. 

Another way to think about meta
descriptions is to think about them as a
way to advertise your website briefly. One
way to make your meta description stand
out is to look and make sure that your
meta description does not become part of
a series of duplicate meta descriptions. 
 Making your meta description unique and
different from the rest, will make your
website stand out from the rest. 



AUTHORITY IN LINKS

When you add l inks to your website,
Google sees this as you are building
authority among other content
creators in your industry.  You l ink to
trusted sources.  You l ink to things
that wil l  help your readers.  You l ink
to relevant readings that support
your own content.  This shows
Google that you are well  connected
and are appreciating the work of
others by cit ing them, in turn,
helping your own ranking on search
engine results.  

Links not only help your search
engine optimization by boosting
your ranking,  but they help you
connect to your users and
demonstrate your credibi l ity.  
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Using links on your website can enhance it and add credibility to your website. Google loves
when you cite your sources and when you use others as a resource for generating content.
Relevant links not only look better to Google, but they also build your own credibility and
demonstrate your appreciation for the work of others. 

I f  you use relevant,  safe,  rel iable
l inks,  your users wil l  see the kinds
of sources you use to write your
own content,  and wil l  gather that
your information is rel iable based
on the fact you cited your
sources.  Linking to other websites
also shows your user that you
took time when generating your
website ’s  content.  You did not
simply just throw a blog post
together,  but careful ly researched
it and took your t ime when
putting together your blog post.  It
gives users a sense of security in
knowing that you care about the
quality of your website ’s  content.  



LINKS SERVE
A GREAT
PURPOSE 
when it comes to search engine
optimization. They establish with
Google that you use other’s work
appropriately and connect with
others, while demonstrating to
your users that you take care in
researching and citing your
sources when you generate
content. Links are just overall a
great way to help out your
website. 

for one of our clients, Cumberland
Valley Tree Service and
Landscaping due to our search
engine optimization strategy

60% WEB
TRAFFIC
GROWTH
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60%



MULTIPLE DEVICES &
RESPONSIVE DESIGN

As mobile device use is on the rise, it is
important to make sure your website is
optimized for mobile use. In 2019, almost 60%
of web traffic came from mobile devices.
Because of this, it is imperative that your site
is available on mobile devices. 

When you go to look up something on a
search engine like Google, one of the factors
that determines the rankings of the results, is
whether the website is accessible to mobile
devices. 

Google wants to ensure the users are getting
the best possible experience, so if your
website is not optimized for mobile use, a
competitor that does have their site optimized
for mobile use will end up above you. In a
world where people are glued to their phones,
it is essential that your site be mobile use
ready. 

Not only does Google like to see websites
optimized for mobile use, but so do users.
Accessing a website that was made for
desktop on a mobile device is difficult and so
users would rather find another website that
is easier to access. Our digital world requires
change and accommodations, but it is overall
for the best, not only for your website, but for
your user’s experience. 
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Mobile
60%

Desktop
40%



Wrapping Up
We hope that you were able to find some value in this
brief overview. The main takeaway from our research is
that SEO works and works exceedingly well when you
follow the formula. If you are reading this and have
questions or are looking to see how your website
compares to that of your competitors, reach out to us. We
would be happy to help and introduce you to the front of
the internet. 

www.launchux.com
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